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BA and KLM lead sector length study
of Europe’s flag-carriers; SAS bottom
Within the airline industry, a lot of time is spent analysing CASK
(Cost per Available Seat Kilometre) and RASK (Revenue per
Available Seat Kilometre). A relatively short-haul flight,
operated by a small aircraft is going to have a relatively high
CASK while a long-haul flight, operated by a widebody aircraft
with many seats is going to have a lower CASK.
LCCs achieve lower CASK than their legacy competitors by
having high density seating arrangements on their aircraft,
operating at high utilisation and often flying to cheaper,
secondary airports. The lower the CASK the lower the RASK
needed to break even and thus the opportunity to offer lower
fares and stimulate demand or grab market share.
Although no-one would seriously describe Emirates as a lowcost airline, by only operating widebody aircraft and having
relatively few short-haul routes (just six of its routes from Dubai
are under 1,000 kilometres), the UAE carrier has a relatively low
CASK enabling it to offer competitive fares on its global

airports. It also has a strong portfolio of long-haul routes, many
to North America, which helps give the oneworld carrier such a
high average sector length.
Despite no domestic routes, KLM does have almost 20 routes
that are under 500 kilometres in length, mostly to destinations
in the UK and Germany. However, this is more than
compensated for by an extensive long-haul network, giving it
overall, a very similar sector length to that of British Airways.
Third-ranked Air France (which for this analysis includes its
regional subsidiary HOP! which operates many of the airline’s
domestic routes) comes in third. As with British Airways, the
airline’s main hubs in Paris lie in one corner of the country so
that many of the airline’s domestic services serving the hubs
are not too short. In contrast, Lufthansa, with its two bases in
Frankfurt and Munich has many high-frequency, relatively short
sectors, including seven multiple-daily routes of under 200
kilometres.

Welcome

In this issue we take a closer look at
Europe’s major flag-carriers and their
average sector length in 2018 and how
this has evolved since 2008. UK leisure
airline Jet2.com is analysed in some
detail, while developments at Italy’s
Ernest Airlines are also examined.
Lyon is the focus for our main airport
analysis with smaller profiles on three
other airports. The fast-growing
Western Europe to Ukraine market is
also studied, while the latest trends in
Italy and Spain are analysed.

network, even against carriers that operate non-stop. Its
average sector length (defined as total ASKs divided by total
seats) is currently just over 4,900 kilometres. This compares
with Qatar Airways’ average sector length of 4,860 kilometres
and Etihad Airways at just over 4,800 kilometres. However,
both of those carriers having a much smaller average aircraft
We also reveal which airlines are likely
size, suggesting that, all other things being equal, their unit
to be hardest hit by the grounding of costs will not be as low as those of Emirates.

the Boeing 737 MAX fleet and which
Average sector length of 15 European flag-carriers calculated
airports were expecting to see the type
While a high average sector length is not a pre-requisite for
most often during S19.
having low unit costs, it is clear that it is easier to achieve lower

Ralph Anker unit costs with higher average sector lengths than with a low
ralph@anker-report.com average sector length.
The ANKER Report has examined FlightGlobal schedules data
for all of 2018 for the 15 biggest European flag-carriers (as
measured by available seats in 2018) and calculated the
average sector length in kilometres. The results show a range of
values from just under 3,000 kilometres to just under 1,200
kilometres.
Leading the way with very similar results are British Airways
and KLM, both with an average sector length of around 2,950
kilometres. British Airways has relatively few short-haul
domestic routes and all of them feed one of its main London
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Airline’s exploit geographic advantages
TAP Portugal and Finnair both rank relatively high, as they take
advantage of their geographic positions on the periphery of
Europe to specialise in long-haul markets to South America and
Asia respectively. The further down the rankings an airline is
the fewer long-haul routes it tends to have as a proportion of
its total network. Aer Lingus is a bit of an exception as it had 13
North American routes from Dublin in S18. However, it also had
14 routes from Dublin under 500 kilometres, with many of
these being the airline’s busiest routes in seat capacity, notably
the 450-kilometre route to London LHR served more than 80weekly.
At the bottom of the rankings, and by some distance, is SAS.
The tri-national airline (the flag-carrier for Denmark, Sweden
and Norway), not surprisingly allocates a large chunk of its
capacity to connecting cities in these three countries. Last
summer it operated some 40 routes of under 500 kilometres
with at least daily service, of which 11 were under 300
kilometres. Its long-haul network comprised just 15 routes last
summer, nine from Copenhagen, four from Stockholm and just
two from Oslo. As a result the airline’s average sector length
has been calculated as 1,174
continues on page 10
kilometres, well below even LOT.
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Jet2.com operating well over 300 routes across nine UK bases in S19;
Spanish routes dominate; Bourgas, Chania and Izmir new for summer
Jet2.com began scheduled operations in February 2003.
Owned by Dart Group plc the carrier began with just a
couple of 737-300s and operated as an LCC from Leeds
Bradford during S03. The airline’s first route was to
Amsterdam followed by Barcelona in March. Five more
routes to Alicante, Malaga, Milan BGY, Nice and Palma
de Mallorca began in April 2003.
Expansion to nine UK bases
Belfast BFS and Manchester became bases in 2004,
followed by Blackpool and Newcastle in 2005. Edinburgh
became the airline’s first Scottish base in 2006. It would
be another four years before East Midlands became the
airline’s next base followed by Glasgow in March 2011.
During that time, in January 2007, Jet2Holidays was
created.
Finally, both Birmingham and London STN became bases
at the start of the summer 2017 season. Along the way
Blackpool operations were terminated leaving the airline
with a total of nine UK bases. The airline’s network
comprises mostly leisure routes to destinations in and
around the Mediterranean. However, it did operate
domestic flights between Leeds Bradford and Belfast BFS
from November 2003 until early 2013, and also multipledaily flights between Manchester and London LGW from
January 2005 until March 2007.
100 aircraft in fleet for summer peak
In its early years the airline operated in a similar way to
Allegiant Air in the US, operating a fleet of relatively
cheap to own, older aircraft (mostly Boeing 737-300s) on
a very seasonal basis. This focus on flying only when
demand was profitable, meant that the airline had a
highly seasonal operation.
Since September 2016, 34 brand new 737-800NGs have
joined the fleet, which has encouraged the airline to look
for more year-round operations. The airline’s current
fleet of Boeing aircraft comprises 65 737-800s, 11 737300s and 11 757s. In addition for the summer season it is
also leasing two A330s (which will operate from
Manchester) and four A321s (which will operate from
Birmingham and London STN).
More passengers than TUI Airways in 2018
Jet2.com’s passenger numbers grew from around three
million in 2009 to six million in 2014. After a small drop
in 2015, the airline has grown rapidly in 2017 and 2018.
Analysis of UK CAA statistics reveals that passenger
numbers grew by a massive 44% in 2017, thanks to the
launch of the new Birmingham and London STN bases.
This was followed by 25% growth in 2018 as the airline
carried almost 12.2 million passengers. As a result it
overtook TUI Airways as the UK’s largest leisure airline. It
had already overtaken Thomas Cook Airlines in 2016.
The airline still has something of a seasonality issue as its
passenger figures for 2018 clearly show. During the peak
summer month of August, Jet2.com transported 5.4
times as many passengers as it does in February. The
same figure for Thomas Cook Airlines is 3.8 while for TUI
Airways it is 3.1.
Manchester is biggest base
This summer, as in previous summers, the airline’s
biggest base is at Manchester from where it will operate
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over 6,500 departures in S19. From Leeds Bradford it will
offer just over 5,000 flights this summer, with London
STN in third place. The airport’s newest bases at
Birmingham and London STN are the fastest-growing this
summer (both by between 25% and 30%). Of the
airline’s nine bases only one, Edinburgh, has seen a small
reduction in flights compared with S18.
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Leeds Bradford has biggest network
While Manchester offers the most flights (and seats),
Leeds Bradford has the biggest network with 49 routes
on offer during S19. It is also the airport at which
Jet2.com has the highest share of scheduled seat
capacity with 55% in S19. This compares with 24% at
East Midlands, 23% at Newcastle, 16% at Birmingham,
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14% at Glasgow, 12% at Manchester, 9% at Belfast BFS
and London STN, and 7% at Edinburgh.
Spanish airports dominate destinations
In terms of destinations served, six of the top seven for
arriving flights this summer are in Spain (shown in
yellow), with Palma de Mallorca stretching its lead over
Alicante. Faro is the leading non-Spanish airport, in third
place. Two Turkish destinations (shown in red), Antalya
and Dalaman, rank eighth and ninth, with Pafos in
Cyprus rounding out the top 10. The leading Greek
destination (shown in blue) is Heraklion in 13th.
This summer, Jet2.com will serve 48 international
destinations in mainland Europe. It also still offers a
single domestic route from Leeds Bradford to Jersey in
the Channel Islands. There are three new destinations in
S19; Bourgas in Bulgaria (served from all nine bases),
Chania in Greece (served from Birmingham, Leeds
Bradford, London STN and Manchester) and Izmir in
Turkey (served from six of the airline’s bases). In addition
flights to Murcia now operate to Murcia RMU following
the closure of Murcia MJV to commercial flights.
Two airports have been dropped for S19; Berlin SXF
(which was served from Leeds Bradford) and Vienna,
served last summer from the airline’s Edinburgh base.
326 routes in S19
According to FlightGlobal schedules data Jet2.com will
be operating 326 routes during the peak summer month
of August 2019. This compares with 303 in August 2018.
There has been a net gain of 23 routes, with eight routes
having been dropped and 31 added. Across all of S19 the
number of flights looks set to increase by 12% while the
average sector length has now increased by 45
kilometres to 2,200 kilometres.
The average weekly frequency across all routes has
increased slightly from 3.74 flights per week to 3.78. Of
the six routes served in August with 15 or more weekly
flights, four are to Palma de Mallorca and two are to
Alicante, with Manchester to Palma de Mallorca being
the most served route with 26-weekly flights.
A summary by base of route developments since last
summer is shown below:
Belfast BFS: In - Bourgas;
Birmingham: In - Bergerac, Bourgas, Chania, Izmir, Pula,
Prague and Verona;
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East Midlands: In - Bourgas;
Edinburgh: In - Bodrum, Bourgas, Corfu; Out - Murcia
MJV, Vienna;
Glasgow: In - Bourgas, Izmir, Kos, Naples; Out Thessaloniki;
Leeds Bradford: In - Bourgas, Chania, Izmir, Krakow,
Murcia RMU; Out - Berlin SXF, Murcia MJV;
London STN: In - Bourgas, Chania, Izmir;
Manchester: In - Bourgas, Chania, Izmir, La Rochelle,
Murcia RMU; Out - Murcia MJV;
Newcastle: In - Bourgas, Izmir; Out - Murcia MJV,
Prague.
Other notable quirks of Jet2.com’s network include a
short season of flights to Reykjavik KEF aimed at those
wishing to see the Northern Lights phenomenon, and
Christmas shopping trips to the US (New York EWR to be
precise) which operated up to seven times from six UK
airports during W18/19. Also last winter, Jet2.com began
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flying to Lleida in Spain from London STN. This is aimed
at ski traffic in nearby Andorra.
Looking ahead to W19/20 the airline has already
announced three new routes; Birmingham to Budapest,
Glasgow to Krakow and Manchester to Cologne Bonn,
while nine new routes were recently announced for S20,
including three each from Birmingham and London STN.
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Lyon passes 11 million passengers in 2018; easyJet and Air France are
biggest carriers; good African links but no US services since 2009
Lyon is France’s fourth busiest airport (after Paris CDG,
Paris ORY and Nice) and passed the 11 million passenger
mark at the very end of 2018, having only passed the 10
million milestone for the first time in 2017. Since 2001
demand has only failed to grow in three years; 2002
(after ‘9/11’), 2009 (after the global recession) and 2014.
Since 2001 domestic traffic has increased by just 35%
while international traffic has grown by 117%. In each of
the last three years passenger numbers have grown by
at least 7%. The main providers of additional capacity
between 2015 and 2018 have been easyJet (over
450,000 additional annual departing seats) and Transavia
(almost 220,000 additional seats).
Several new carriers in last three years
Since 2015 there have been several high-profile new
carriers entering the Lyon market. These include
Aeroflot (from Moscow SVO), Air Canada (from Montreal
and Blue Air (from Bucharest) all in June 2016, Volotea
(arrived in 2018 with four routes - two to Italy and two
to Spain) and Wizz Air (from Warsaw in June 2017 and
Cluj-Napoca in November 2018).
Before that, Emirates had started service to Lyon in
December 2012 with 5-weekly flights. Apart from Dubai
(now served daily by Emirates) and Montreal (served by
both Air Canada and Air Transat) the airport’s only other
long-haul service is to Reunion with XL Airways France.
The last non-stop service to the US was with Delta Air
Lines to New York JFK back in S09.
easyJet closing on Air France/HOP!
For many years Air France (and its partners) was the
dominant carrier at the airport. easyJet began serving
Lyon in its own right in 2007, though it inherited a route
from London STN when it acquired Go in 2002. easyJet
made Lyon a base in 2008 and in the subsequent decade
has grown its presence so that last summer it offered
flights to almost 40 destinations, including new routes to
Chania, Corfu, Fuerteventura, Rennes and Tel Aviv.
Air France/HOP! allocate almost 90% of their capacity at
the airport to domestic services. A total of seven
international destinations are served by the flag-carrier
in S19 (the same as in S18); Bologna, Brussels, Milan
MXP, Nuremberg, Prague, Rome FCO and Venice VCE.
However, Air France KLM Group’s in-house LCC
Transavia also has a significant presence at the airport
and this summer will serve 19 international destinations
(up from 17 in S18) with Beirut (13 April) and Casablanca
(just 10 return flights from 30 July) the latest additions.
Braathens Regional Airlines is newest carrier
So far only one new airline has been welcomed at Lyon
in 2019 with Braathens Regional Airlines (BRA) recently
launching service to Gothenburg, a route served until its
recent collapse by flybmi.
Last year saw the arrival of Volotea with four routes and
the LCC is doubling its network in S19 with the addition
of four more routes starting in April to Dubrovnik and
Split in Croatia, Prague and Valencia. Other new services
launching in S19 include Air Arabia Maroc (2-weekly to
Tangier from 1 April), easyJet to Seville (3-weekly from 1
April), easyJet to Tenerife TFS (2-weekly from 3 April)
and TAP Portugal to Porto (2-daily from 1 September).
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Domestic routes are four busiest
According to FlightGlobal schedules data for S19, Lyon’s
four busiest routes are all domestic ones, with Bordeaux
leading Nantes, Paris CDG and Toulouse. easyJet
competes with Air France on Bordeaux, Nantes and
Toulouse, while Aigle Azur offered competition on the
Nantes route between the end of October 2018 and midJanuary 2019.
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The top international routes from Lyon in S19 are
Frankfurt followed by Lisbon and Amsterdam. Of the top
15 routes the fastest-growing in S19 is Porto, thanks to
TAP Portugal launching flights in September, competing
with easyJet and Transavia.
Although Lyon has no services to the US, it does have an
extensive African offering with many flights to Algeria,
Morocco and Tunisia, but not Egypt.
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Italy: Demand was up 5% in January across Italy’s
airports with 10 of the top 12 airports reporting
passenger growth. Milan MXP (+10) and Venice VCE
(+9%) had the highest growth among the leading
airports with Milan LIN (down 4%) and Rome CIA (down
1%) reporting declining demand. Capacity was up 9% in
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January suggesting a drop in load factor compared with
last January. Air Italy (+70%) was the fastest-growing
carrier ahead of Volotea (+28%).
Spain: Passenger numbers in February were up over 6%
across all of Spain’s airports with only Fuerteventura
(down 10%) not reporting growth among the top 12
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airports. Seville (+20%), Palma de Mallorca (+15%) and
Valencia (+12%) all reported double-digit growth.
Among airlines, the top six all recorded passenger
growth of between 6% and 10% while TUI Group
reported a 14% drop in passengers. Fellow UK leisure
carrier Thomas Cook Airlines saw a 3% drop in demand.
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Durham Tees Valley finally reverses decade-long decline
Formerly known as Teesside International, this airport is
located between Middlesbrough and Darlington, and 60
kilometres south of the main airport serving Newcastle. Since
2003 the airport had been majority-owned by Peel Group, but
in January a deal was finalized whereby Tees Valley Combined
Authority took over the Peel Group stake.
Between 2006 and 2017 the airport had seen passenger
numbers fall every year, from a high of just over 900,000 to
just 131,000 in 2017. However, 2018 saw a small upturn in the
airport’s fortunes with traffic increasing 8.5% to 142,000.
At present two carriers offer year-round scheduled flights at
the airport; Flybe to Aberdeen and KLM to Amsterdam, a
route it serves up to 3-daily using Embraer E175s operated by
KLM Cityhopper. Flybe’s service is operated by Eastern
Airways using a mix of 29-seat Jetstream 41s and 50-seat ERJ
145s.
Back in 2006, when the airport had its busiest year, KLM had
its Amsterdam service but British Midland also served London
LHR and Ryanair served Dublin. Eastern Airways had flights to
Aberdeen, Bristol and Brussels, but the biggest carrier at the
airport was bmibaby, which had a base there and served nine
destinations: Alicante, Malaga and Palma de Mallorca in
Spain; London LGW and Jersey in the UK; Cork and Knock in
Ireland, plus Faro and Paris CDG.
The new owners are presumably hoping that the airport can
once again have such a wide-ranging network in the future.

Florence to welcome SAS; Vueling adding four routes in September
The second busiest airport in the Tuscany region of Italy (after
Pisa), Florence is somewhat restricted by its 1,750-metre
runway and the lack of a parallel taxiway. On the plus side,
the airport is less than 10 kilometres north-west of the centre
of Florence.
After no significant growth between 2007 and 2012, Vueling
started flights to three destinations (Barcelona, Madrid and
Paris ORY) in S12 before making Florence a base in S14 and
increasing its network to 14 destinations. Last year the
Spanish LCC was the airport’s busiest carrier, with 24% of seat
capacity, ahead of Air France (serving Paris CDG), Lufthansa
(Frankfurt), Alitalia (Rome FCO) and Air Dolomiti (Munich).
Other flag-carriers serving the airport include Austrian
Airlines, British Airways, Brussels Airlines, Iberia, KLM, SWISS
and TAP Portugal (which began service in 2018). SAS will
become the next flag-carrier to serve the airport when it
launches 3-weekly flights from Copenhagen in mid-April.
Apart from TAP Portugal, two other carriers debuted at
Florence in 2018; Eurowings from Düsseldorf (using Q400s)
and TUI fly Belgium from Antwerp.
In addition to the new SAS route to Copenhagen, Florence will
celebrate four new routes with Vueling in September, to
Bilbao, Munich, Prague and Vienna. Bilbao and Prague will be
new destinations for the airport, while Munich and Vienna are
already served by Air Dolomiti and Austrian Airlines.

Sibiu growth driven by Wizz Air; Lufthansa’s 3-daily Munich route
The city of Sibiu is located towards the centre of Romania in
the Transylvanian region of the country. With a population of
around 150,000 people it is the country’s 14th biggest city
and was the European Capital of Culture in 2007 (along with
Luxembourg). It is also an important centre for automotive
component manufacturing.
The airport serving Sibiu, located just three kilometres to the
west of downtown, ranks as the sixth busiest in Romania,
handling just over 700,000 passengers in 2018. Passenger
numbers have more than trebled since 2012, when just over
200,000 passengers used the facility.
Wizz Air is the biggest airline in Sibiu with two based aircraft
and serving 10 destinations, of which seven are year-round. It
first began serving Sibiu in 2014 from Dortmund and London
LTN. Last summer the ULCC launched six routes to Basel,
Brussels CRL, Copenhagen, Frankfurt HHN, Paris BVA and Tel
Aviv. These have all survived into S19 with the exception of
the French route. London LTN is the leading route, served
daily. Blue Air operates a single route to Stuttgart, flown 4weekly, but had served four other destinations (including
Madrid) before Wizz Air arrived.
TAROM began service last July on the 210-kilometre route to
Bucharest, which it will serve 6-weekly this summer, but
dropped its Munich route. Other flag-carriers present at the
airport are Austrian Airlines (daily to Vienna) and Lufthansa (3
-daily to Munich using CRJ 900s).
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Western Europe to Ukraine market doubles in last four years; UIA is
leading airline as Wizz Air and Ryanair help stimulate demand
The air travel market between Western Europe and
Ukraine has more than doubled between 2015 and 2019,
helped by a relaxation in the visa requirements required
to travel between the two regions. In 2015, airlines were
offering fewer than 2.5 million one-way seats between
Ukraine and Western Europe, whereas this year the
figure is set to be close to 5.5 million.
The market, which had been growing between 2010 and
2013, suffered in 2014 when Russian forces invaded
Crimea (and took control of Simferopol Airport) and
Donetsk Airport was destroyed in May 2014.
Kiev most popular gateway
Not surprisingly, the capital Kiev is the most popular
Ukrainian airport for flights from Western Europe. The
city is served by two airports, Boryspil and Zhulyany. The
latter has been popular with LCCs in recent years. The
two airports between them account for 77% of seat
capacity from Western Europe in 2019. Lviv accounts for
around 10% of capacity, Odessa 6% and Kharkiv 4% with
the five other Ukrainian airports sharing the remaining
3% of capacity.
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Wizz Air and Ryanair help stimulate demand
Ukraine International Airlines is the biggest provider of
capacity to Western Europe, operating 27 routes from
Kiev KBP, four from Lviv, two from Ivano-Frankivsk
(Alicante and Valencia) and one each from Chernivtsi (to
Milan BGY) and Odessa (to Istanbul). Its only new
Western European route in S19 is from Kiev KBP to Izmir
in Turkey.
Wizz Air has been present in the Ukrainian market for
many years and even operated its own local subsidiary
Wizz Air Ukraine (IATA code WU) between 2008 and
2015. This summer Wizz Air will offer flights from three
airports in Ukraine; 15 from Kiev IEV, five from Lviv (up
from three in S18) and two from Kharkiv (Dortmund and
Vienna). Its capacity in the market will be up just over
50% compared with S18.
Turkish Airlines serves six Ukrainian airports from its
main Istanbul hub but is also adding flights from Bodrum
to Kiev KBP in S19.
Ryanair finally entered the Ukrainian market last year
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with flights between Berlin SXF and Kiev KBP and this
summer will offer eight destinations from Kiev KBP and
three from Lviv. Four additional German routes (to
Frankfurt HHN, Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden, Nuremberg and
Weeze) are set to launch at the end of October 2019.
Aigle Azur, Laudamotion and SkyUp new for 2019
According to analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data,
there are three additional carriers in the market in S19
compared with S18. Laudamotion began service from
Vienna to Kiev in February, while Aigle Azur is set to
begin 3-weekly service from Paris ORY to Kiev KBP on 18
April. Finally, local carrier SkyUp Airlines has started
scheduled flights to Western Europe and will this
summer serve Alicante, Barcelona, Catania, Larnaka,
Naples, Rimini and Tenerife TFS.
This summer 63 Western European airports will have
direct scheduled services to Ukraine, 11 more than in
S18. The leading Western European airports for capacity
to Ukraine are Istanbul IST, Vienna, Frankfurt, Paris CDG
and Rome FCO. Overall, seat capacity between the two
markets is set to grow by around 20% in S19.
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Latest European route news
Launched routes
BRA Braathens Regional Airlines has picked up a route
previously flown by flybmi. On Monday 4 March the
Swedish carrier began 2-weekly (Mondays and
Thursdays) service on the 1,420-kilometre route
between Gothenburg and Lyon using its 112-seat ARJ
100s, of which it has eight according to
planespotters.net. The route will be particularly helpful
to employees of Renault Trucks which is headquartered
in the French city. Since 2001 it has been owned by the
Volvo Group which manufactures trucks and buses and is
based in Gothenburg. Volvo Cars was part of the group
before being sold to Ford in 1999. The route was
previously served by City Airline AB of Sweden until May
2012. Air France/HOP! took over the route from
September 2012 until December 2017. flybmi then took
up the route in January 2018. BRA already serves four
domestic routes from Gothenburg, to Stockholm BMA
(72-weekly), Sundsvall (10-weekly), Visby (5-weekly) and
Östersund (weekly).

Ernest Airlines launched two new routes between Italy
and Ukraine on Tuesday 12 March. The Italian carrier
now connects Milan MXP and Rome FCO with Kharkiv,
with both routes initially operating 3-weekly, before
reducing to 2-weekly (Thursdays and Sundays) from the
beginning of April. Neither route is served by any other
carrier. For more on Ernest Airlines see page 10 of this
issue of The ANKER Report. Kharkiv becomes the
airline’s third destination in Ukraine as it already serves
Kiev IEV and Lviv.

The airline’s on-line booking tool indicates that this is the
carrier’s first international route from Kharkiv, as its
other two routes are to Kiev IEV and Odessa. From Kiev
IEV the airline is currently offering flights to 12 airports;
including four in Spain, three in Italy, two in Georgia,
plus Faro, Larnaka and Odessa. Most of these are
launching between the end of March and early June. The
airline’s fleet currently comprises four 737-800s and one
737-700 according to planespotters.net.

Nouvelair Tunisie is now the third carrier to connect
Tunis with Istanbul IST. On 3 March the Tunisian carrier
began 4-weekly service on the 1,670-kilometre route
using its 180-seat A320s, of which it has eight according
to planespotters.net. The route is already served 2-daily
by both Tunisair and Turkish Airlines. According to
FlightGlobal schedules data Nouvelair Tunisie now
serves 13 destinations non-stop from Tunis, with
Istanbul being the only new route added since last
March. The airline’s busiest route from Tunis in March is
to Paris CDG which is flown 9-weekly followed by Nice (4
-weekly) and the new Istanbul route. The carrier also
flies from Djerba and Monastir.
Pobeda now serves Ostend in Belgium following the
launch of 3-weekly flights (Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays) from its Moscow VKO base on 7 March. This
is the Russian LCC’s first route to Belgium and brings to
20 the number of international routes currently
operated from its biggest base. This is now the fourth
route between Belgium and Russia. Aeroflot flies 3-daily
between Moscow SVO and Brussels BRU, while Brussels
Airlines offers 4-weekly service to both Moscow DME
and St. Petersburg from Brussels BRU. However,
Brussels Airlines is moving its Moscow DME service to
Moscow SVO from 2 June. Overall, capacity between
Belgium and Russia is up 36% in S19 compared with S18.

SkyUp Airlines, which launched charter operations from
Ukraine last summer (IATA code PQ), is increasing its
scheduled services. On 2 March it began weekly
(Saturday) flights from Kharkiv to Sharjah in the UAE,
though flights are currently only bookable until 11 May.
Laudamotion has added another route to its recently
opened base in Stuttgart. On 3 March the Ryanairowned carrier began 2-weekly service to Krakow with
frequency increasing to 3-weekly from the start of S19.
The 780-kilometre route is also served by Eurowings
which will resume its 4-weekly service at the beginning
of S19. Laudamotion began serving Krakow at the end of
October 2018 from its Vienna base.
Loganair began three new routes from Aberdeen at the
beginning of March, all of which were previously
operated by flybmi. On 3 March the airline began daily
service to Bristol, followed on 4 March by 6-weekly
service to Oslo and 5-weekly service to Esbjerg in
Denmark. All routes will be flown using the Scottish
carrier’s ERJ 145s. There is no competition on the Bristol
route. However, Danish Air Transport recently launched
4-weekly service between Aberdeen and Esbjerg while
SAS offers 5-weekly service between Aberdeen and Oslo
using CRJ-900s operated by CityJet. Loganair also serves
two other routes from Aberdeen, flying 25-weekly to
Sumburgh in the Shetland Islands and 19-weekly to
Kirkwall in the Orkey Islands.
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Thomas Cook Airlines now serves Enfidha in Tunisia
from Belfast BFS. The 2,430-kilometre route launched on
Wednesday 13 March and will operate weekly until 1
May when a second weekly frequency (on Saturdays) is
added. The airline will use its A321s on the route. This
brings to nine the number of UK airports from which
Thomas Cook Airlines is serving the Tunisian airport,
joining Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff, Glasgow, London
LGW, London STN, Manchester and Newcastle. Last
summer the airline operated 11 flights per week to
Enfidha from six UK airports. This year it is operating 22
flights per week from nine UK airports having added
Bristol (on 20 February) and Cardiff (from 3 April) as well
as Belfast BFS. This is further evidence of a growing
confidence in the recovering Tunisian market.
Wizz Air launched three new routes during the last
fortnight. On 2 March it added two new links from its
Kiev IEV base to Billund in Denmark (2-weekly) and Riga
in Latvia (3-weekly). Neither route is served by any other
carrier. This summer Wizz Air will offer 35% more flights
from Kiev IEV than in S18 and serve 26 destinations up
from 23 in S18. While routes to Frankfurt HHN and
Lublin have been dropped, there have been new routes
to Bremen, Krakow and Vienna as well as the two latest
routes. The other new route launched was on 3 March
between Lviv and Copenhagen. This 990-kilometre route
will be served 2-weekly (Wednesdays and Sundays) and
faces no direct competition. This summer Wizz Air will
serve 10 destinations from Lviv compared with six in
S18. Wizz Air’s capacity at the airport in S19 is up almost
80% and it has now overtaken Ukraine International
Airlines to be the biggest airline at the airport
accounting for 21% of scheduled seat capacity in S19.

Announced route
Sichuan Airlines has announced that Istanbul will be its
next new destination in Europe with the introduction on
30 April of 3-weekly service (Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays) from Chengdu using its A330s. The Chinese
carrier already serves Copenhagen, Moscow SVO,
Prague and St. Petersburg from its Chengdu base. Air
China also serves Chengdu from Europe with 3-weekly
service from Frankfurt, London LHR and Paris CDG.
Beijing Capital Airlines offers 2-weekly service from
Madrid to Chengdu while KLM is the only European
carrier serving Chengdu non-stop from Europe with 4weekly flights from Amsterdam. British Airways
connected London LHR and Chengdu between
September 2013 and January 2017. With almost 53
million passengers in 2018, Chengdu is China’s fourth
busiest airport after Beijing PEK (101.0m), Shanghai PVG
(74.0m) and Guangzhou (69.7m).
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Norwegian, Turkish Airlines, LOT, TUI Airways, Air Italy and Icelandair
face biggest challenge in replacing Boeing 737 MAX capacity in S19
Following the decision to ground the global Boeing 737
MAX fleet after the fatal accident of Ethiopian Airlines
flight ET302 on 10 March, airlines across the world have
been faced with the challenge of replacing the lost
capacity that would have been flown by the now
grounded aircraft.
While the airlines with the most MAX aircraft delivered
so far are in North America (Southwest Airlines, Air
Canada and American Airlines) and China (China
Southern Airlines and Air China), several European
carriers had already begun operating the type, notably
Norwegian, Turkish Airlines and LOT Polish Airlines.
Norwegian is hardest hit European airline
In the first two months of 2019 almost one-third of all
MAX flights from European airports were operated by
Norwegian, mostly from its bases in Helsinki, Oslo OSL
and Stockholm ARN. As a result, the carrier has been
busy finding alternative sources of aircraft to help
maintain its operations during the summer, while the
MAX fleet remains grounded.
For Turkish Airlines the grounding of its dozen MAXs (11
MAX 8s and one MAX 9) will add an unwelcome extra
level of complication to its planned airport move across
Istanbul in early April. In fact, analysing planned MAX
operations across Europe this summer, Istanbul IST was
due to be the busiest airport for the type during S19,
overtaking Helsinki, which held this honour in January
and February.
Over 200 airports were expecting to welcome at least 10
MAX flights in the first 10 months of 2019, with Istanbul
expecting almost twice as many MAX flights as its
nearest rivals Warsaw WAW, Stockholm ARN, Oslo OSL
and Milan MXP.
At this time of year, leisure airlines like TUI Airways will
have sufficient spare aircraft capacity to operate its
planned schedules. However, should the grounding
continue into the peak summer season the airline will
face more of a challenge.
Air Italy will likely be able to benefit from its investor
Qatar Airways’ fleet. Although Air Italy only has three
MAX 8s for now, that represents almost 20% of its fleet.
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For LOT, its five MAX 8s represent around 7% of its total
fleet, while for Icelandair, which is using the aircraft on
longer-haul flights than LOT, its six MAXs (five MAX 8s
and one MAX 9) represent almost 16% of its current 38
aircraft fleet, according to planespotters.net
Ryanair has ordered 210 MAX-200s
One major carrier which was shortly expected to take
delivery of its first MAXs is Ryanair. The Irish ULCC has
ordered 210 MAX-200s (135 firm orders and 75 options)
with the first five due for delivery in spring. In its latest
presentation, the airline states that 42 of the type are
due to be delivered between August 2019 and March
2020, at the end of which the type would comprise 10%
of the airline’s fleet.
Although there has been talk that Ryanair would fit 200
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seats on its MAXs (hence the ‘-200’ identifier) the airline
has said that it will have 4% more seats than its 189-seat
-800s which suggests that the aircraft will actually be
equipped with 197 seats. The airline is claiming this will
result in 16% fuel savings and “40% reduced noise
emissions”. According to FlightGlobal schedules data the
first Ryanair MAXs would start operating in mid-May
from London STN on 10 routes.
22 airlines planning to fly MAXs in Europe in 2019
Apart from the airlines already mentioned several other
carriers are planning to use MAX aircraft in Europe this
year. These include Air Canada, China Southern Airlines
(to St. Petersburg), flydubai, Oman Air, WestJet (on
routes from Halifax) and Ethiopian Airlines itself, on
routes to Russia and Turkey.
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continued from page 1 Analysing the average sector

length for the eight biggest
European flag-carriers on an annual basis from 2008 to
2018, shows that the rankings of the carriers have
remained virtually unchanged. British Airways and KLM
have taken turns to have the longest sector length,
though both carriers have seen this figure remain
remarkably stable for the last decade.
Air France and Aeroflot have swopped places in third
and fourth, with the Russian flag-carrier being the only
one of the eight carriers to see a significant drop in
average sector length. This may be a function of some of
the changes in its domestic market regarding other
airlines.
Turkish Airlines (+28%) and Air France (+26%) have seen
the biggest increase in average sector length between
2008 and 2018. In the case of Turkish Airlines this is
primarily down to a growing longer-haul network as the
airline has expanded and now serves more countries
than any other airline. For Air France, the on-going
expansion of the high-speed TGV rail network in France
has had an impact by removing some short-haul routes
entirely (such as Paris to Strasbourg).
The final table reveals the three longest and shortest
routes flown by the eight biggest European flag-carriers
in S19 with at least daily service.

Europe’s top eight national airlines - shortest and longest routes in S19
Airline

Shortest routes in S19

Longest routes in S19

Aeroflot

Moscow SVO - Nizhniy Novgorod (398km)
Krasnodar - Simferopol (406km)
Moscow SVO - Voronezh (494km)

Moscow SVO - Denpasar (10,055km)
Moscow SVO - Los Angeles (9,780km)
Moscow SVO - Havana (9,593km)

Air France

Lyon - Nice (285km)
Lyon - Milan MXP (285km)
Paris CDG - Rennes (333km)

Paris CDG - Santiago (11,650km)
Paris CDG - Buenos Aires (11,074km)
Paris CDG - Singapore (10,728km)

Alitalia

Rome FCO - Naples (200km)
Rome FCO - Florence (238km)
Rome FCO - Olbia (248km)

Rome FCO - Santiago (11,874km)
Rome FCO - Buenos Aires (11,133km)
Rome FCO - Mexico City (10,239km)

British Airways

Gothenburg - Aarhus (182km) [operated by SUN-AIR]
London LHR - Manchester (243km)
London LGW - Jersey (259km)

London LHR - Santiago (11,631km)
London LHR - Buenos Aires (11,109km)
London LHR - Singapore (10,886km)

KLM

Amsterdam - Brussels (158km)
Amsterdam - Düsseldorf (179km)
Amsterdam - Norwich (240km)

Amsterdam - Buenos Aires (11,436km)
Amsterdam - Singapore (10,515km)
Amsterdam - Lima (10,512km)

Lufthansa

Munich - Nuremberg (138km)
Frankfurt - Stuttgart (158km)
Frankfurt - Luxembourg & Frankfurt - Paderborn (175km)

Frankfurt - Buenos Aires (11,479km)
Frankfurt - Singapore (10,282km)
Munich - Singapore (10,062km)

SAS

Copenhagen - Aarhus (148km)
Bergen - Stavanger (159km)
Tromsø - Alta (175km)

Stockholm ARN - Los Angeles (8,885km)
Copenhagen - San Francisco (8,830km)
Copenhagen - Tokyo NRT (8,736km)

Turkish Airlines

Istanbul IST - Siirt (109km)
Istanbul IST - Edremit (217km)
Istanbul IST - Canakkale (225km)

Istanbul IST - Los Angeles (11,058km)
Istanbul IST - San Francisco (10,823km)
Istanbul IST - Bogota (10,750km)

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data for August 2019. Route must be served at least 3-weekly.

The importance of Albania and Ukraine to Italian carrier Ernest
Launched in the summer of 2017, Ernest Airlines (IATA
code EG), is an Italian carrier which currently operates a
fleet of three Airbus A320-series aircraft, two 180-seat
A320s and one 141-seat A319. During the airline’s first
summer it served Tirana in Albania from six Italian
airports, including daily flights from Milan MXP. Bologna,
Milan BGY, Pisa, Venice VCE and Verona were the other
Italian airports to be linked with the Albanian capital.
Ancona and Florence services were added in W17/18.

of these routes have been resumed in S19. Instead the
airline has begun serving another airport in Ukraine,
Kharkiv, from Milan MXP and Rome FCO, and added two
more routes to Tirana this summer, from Rome FCO
(starting 31 March) and Genoa (starting 2 April). More

new routes will be announced shortly with the airline
confirming to The ANKER Report that it will be operating
a total of 27 routes in S19 with a total of seven aircraft.
The airline expects 23 of the 27 routes planned for this
summer to operate year round.

Ukraine services started in late 2017
Having established itself in the Albanian market, the
airline’s next target was Ukraine. Flights to Kiev KBP and
Lviv began in late 2017. The former will be served from
six Italian airports in S19 (including the airline’s newest
route from Genoa which started on 16 March), while the
latter was served from five Italian airports this winter.
However, flights from Milan MXP and Venice VCE to Lviv
are no longer bookable on the airline’s website. All of
these Ukrainian routes are served either 2-weekly or 3weekly.
Romania experiment dropped for S19
Last June saw Ernest Airlines enter the Romanian market
with Iasi served from Cuneo and Verona, and Bucharest
connected with Genoa and Verona. There was also a 3weekly service from Milan BGY to Ibiza. However, none
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